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Abstract

Purpose: The aim of this paper is to enrich our scholarly understanding on the topic of organizational performance. The paper talks about entrepreneurial training and suggests that it can have a significant impact on boosting organizational performance and an organization needs to act concerning to enriching its critical values to ensure they do their best for the business.

Design/Methodology/Approach: This is a conceptual paper, which elaborates on the role and relationship between entrepreneurial training and organizational performance. The paper sheds light on how businesses can further their prosperity, performance and productivity through entrepreneurial training whilst reviewing prominent literature in the area.

Findings: The results of the paper are providing a conclusive understanding to the fact that scholars have reported significant impact of entrepreneurial training on organizational performance. The paper has found that empirical evidence is in line with the prepositions this gives confidence in asserting that all business sectors can responsively work on boosting their organizational performance through entrepreneurial training.

Originality/Value: The paper is based on the review of literature on the topics of interest pertaining to the undertaken variables.
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INTRODUCTION

From Schumpeter (1949) there seems to be a great consensus among scholars that the key determinant of an organization’s performance either at regional or national entrepreneurship as it provides jobs, offer a range of consumer-goods and services, and it increases the national wealth generally and competitiveness (Zahra, 1993; Yao et al., 2017; Yamaguchi, 2018). Organizational performance lies at the core of every management, as there remains no purpose of existence for a business entity if it is not performing as per the established goals and objectives. Businesses strive to look into diverse prospects to help maintain and/or boost organizational performance (Hickman and Silva, 2018). More recently, there has been a growing discussion amongst the practitioners pertaining to entrepreneurship; underlining its potential in enhancing organizational performance in all areas.

Recent studies on improving organizational performance have underlined the critical significance of entrepreneurial elements (Boso et al., 2013; Suryanto et al., 2018; Ali and Haseeb, 2019). Entrepreneurial orientation according to Miller (1988) is the aspect of creating an environment whereby, new ideas, approaches, products, services and tasks are encouraged, with the aim of leading the organization and boosting competitive position. According to Alegre and Chiva (2013) entrepreneurial orientation creates a conducive environment in the organization, which motivates employees to come up with ideas and creative projects that can make a considerable impact on boosting performance and the achievement of broader objectives.

Hoodbhoy (2009) has stated that a creativity innovative mindset is important for elevating the performance of higher education, especially of the public sector universities that are facing the majority of performance issues. This leads towards understanding the aspect of entrepreneurial training and how it can make a considerable impact on boosting performance of public sector universities in Pakistan. These evidences hint towards the potential significance of entrepreneurial orientation and entrepreneurship factors that boost performance (Pahi et al., 2016; Ahmed et al., 2017; Umran et al., 2018; Yazdanjoo and Fallahpour, 2018). There lies a major gap as to how public entrepreneurial orientation and entrepreneurial training can enhance the performance. Henceforth, the current paper critically appraised to provide knowledge on the acute importance of entrepreneurial training towards enhancing organizational performance.

ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE

From Schumpeter (1949) there seems to be a great consensus among scholars that the key determinant of an organization’s performance either at regional or national entrepreneurship as it provides jobs, offer a range of consumer-goods and services, and it increases the national wealth generally and competitiveness. Organizational performance lies at the core of every management, as there remains no purpose of existence for a business entity if it is not performing as per the established goals and objectives. Businesses strive to look into diverse prospects to help maintain and/or boost organizational performance (Hickman and Silva, 2018). More recently, there has been a growing discussion.
amongst the practitioners pertaining to entrepreneurship; underlining its potential in enhancing organizational performance in all areas.

ENTREPRENEURIAL TRAINING

Kavinda et al. (2013) elaborated that the entrepreneurship training is important and prominent as advanced by many researchers and scholars. Moreover, the impact of training on the performance and development of governmental projects that were highlighted in their national development plans, sessional papers and other policy documents were found to be positive (Ahmed et al., 2017). Entrepreneurship training was found to have had a substantial impact on performance of entrepreneurs. Rosli and Mahmood (2013) found that the employee and employer’s entrepreneur training have positive effects on the performance of the firm.

As evident in past studies, the relationship between entrepreneur training and organisational performance is positive (Petridou et al., 2009). Many studies also found that entrepreneur training interact to improve organisational performance and share a direct relationship (Flynn et al., 2003). Researchers saw entrepreneurial training as a tool of reinvention in public sector, thus, continuous training is required for the improvement in the public sector universities.

ENTREPRENEURIAL TRAINING AND ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE

Since inception, the Kenya government has developed strategies and promotion programs aimed at improving economy by promoting small-scale enterprises. These programmes are either financial or non-financial. However, the most important of all these is entrepreneurship training as it is through personal development that an enterprise culture can be created. They found personal development has relationship with enterprise culture.

In addition, researchers have found that entrepreneurship training in organization is a growth strategy and effective tool to achieve competitive advantage. Studies on culture and ethics with a focus on entrepreneurship training is an important and useful step for promoting innovation capacity based on entrepreneurial culture because organisational culture and ethical work climate have a very important role in organization. Urbano and Guerrero (2013) classified the basic factors that affect entrepreneurs into two broad categories –economic and social. Codrina (2008) has proposed Entrepreneurship training effects on organization. When workers are trained in certain domain about how to handle different challenges in a successful way, they give out the best they have which ultimately leads towards the high rate of performance of the organization.

Among key guidelines are the content, procedures of selecting appropriate trainers, trainees and the training facilities and methods. Unfortunately, little has been done or said concerning failure of entrepreneurship training program to bring intended impact on the change of attitude and transfer of entrepreneurial skills to target beneficiaries despite the mushrooming of many training institutions, nongovernmental organisations and private consultants (McKenzie and Woodruff, 2013). However, entrepreneurship training was found to have had a substantial impact on performance of entrepreneurs and Medium size enterprises in Kenya.

Entrepreneurial training teaches about the different aspects of entrepreneurship (Buchholz and Rosenthal, 2005). Based on Timmons and Spinelli (2004) who supported the opinion that entrepreneurship can be learnt therefore entrepreneurial trainings must be delivered in Universities so that students must come up with innovative ideas. Rosli and Mahmood (2013) studied on moderating effect of entrepreneur trainings and found its significant relationship with organizational performance. However, government invests very low in this domain. An entrepreneur is regarded as inventive individual though skills must be improved through training (Bharadwai and Menon, 2000). That is why public universities should play their part to develop entrepreneurial individuals. Public or non-profit making organizations always try to adjust with high fringe benefits and low costs so entrepreneurial training must be there to help these organizations in achieving their goals.

Researchers indicated the significance of entrepreneurship training as public or government sector is looking for goals and business methods with innovative ideas to improve their performance and efficiency. Furthermore, education can play a vital role for these developments (Kearney et al., 2009; Yoke et al., 2018; Zafarullah, 2018; Zheng, 2018). This study will look at the practical implementation of entrepreneurial training in public sector universities of Pakistan and its impact on performance, as the studies are non-existent in this context. Therefore, as suggested by previous literature, this variable is of much importance.

Rosli and Mahmood (2013) stated that the effect of HRM practices and entrepreneurial training on the relationship between innovation and firm performance are non-existent. Two hundred eighty-four samples were obtained from SMEs in Malaysia. This study found that the employee and employer training interacted with innovation and significantly influenced SMEs performance. Theoretically, greater performance of SMEs is not merely explained by how much they put their effort in innovation, but also how much they invest in employee and employer training. This also reminds the SMEs that innovation and training of both employee and entrepreneur must go hand in hand, so that their performance can be enhanced.
CONCLUSION

The current review based paper aimed to outline the importance of entrepreneurial training towards furthering organizational performance. The paper aims to act as a guideline for researchers and academicians to facilitate corporate world through scholarly work in this regard. The paper provides healthy appraisal to make convinced that entrepreneurial training has a major role in maximizing organizational performance and an organization needs to act with regards to enriching its critical values to ensure they do their best for the business.
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